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News From Our President  
April 10 – 16 is National Volunteer Week –and the Vermont Horse Council is fortunate to have a saddlebag full of 

committed volunteers! Every single thing that gets done in the name of the VHC is done by a volunteer – newsletters, 

Groton corrals, Tunbridge, NEKET and Willoughby rides, attending meetings, fundraising and so very much more – 

hundreds of hours and so many accomplishments! 

The thing is - the need for volunteers is always there. Please consider joining the effort and helping - here are just a few 

opportunities. You will find contact information to offer your help on our website. 

Immediate Need - Technical Assistance – we could sure use some talent and knowledge on the technology front to 

create a Go Fund Me Page for Groton. Let Terry Rose know if you can help. 

Trail Work –there will be lots of opportunities for helping at Groton, Willoughby, NEKET Trails and some new locations to 

come! Contact Doug Smith to learn more about these opportunities. 

May 21 4-H Day – in Barre, lots of ways to help – gather donated items from local businesses to sell to support VHC; 

volunteer to staff a booth at the event to promote VHC; bake items to sell – contact Karen Rosemark to offer your help. 

Aug. 20 Competitive Trail Ride - Talk with Doug and Vicki Smith to learn about the many ways you can help with our first 

ever CTR, at the NEKET system - should be fun! 



VHC Newsletter – write an article, send in a classified ad, share a photo, help with layout and design,  help gather 

information - Karen Rosemark would appreciate the help! 

Fund Raising – help promote the VHC by encouraging new members and sponsors for our programs. We need cold, hard 

cash to support our scholarships, new corrals at Groton and the work of VHC - contact Heidi Krantz if you can help. 

VHC is so grateful to all the people who help with these projects and more – let’s see what we can accomplish together, 

in the year ahead!          

Heidi Krantz 

 

VHC Member Story  
Hello all, I am Michelle Berry and I would like to introduce myself  as a small-town Vermont girl with a desire to live a 

fulfilling, authentic life, helping others and having a positive impact on the world beginning here in my community and 

stretching beyond. I have always lived and breathed horses, being introduced into the world of horses at age 4 when my 

mother, a lifelong  horsewoman, brought home a pair of yearling Appaloosas that were brother and sister. The gelding, 

Dan, is still with our family today at the grand ole age of 26 years old. As a student, through my years in school, I was 

very studious, however, I always anticipated the end of the day when I could go to the barn.  

I was a member of an equine 4-h group from the age of 8 until 18.When I was 12 yrs 

old, I met a local stable owner at 12 and began working for her in exchange for 

lessons. This continued on into my teens, when I evolved into becoming her assistant 

trainer, a horse camp counselor, an instructor and began showing horses for her 

through the summer months. I learned and showed western, huntseat, saddleseat 

and driving. The wealth of knowledge that I learned during this portion of my life is 

immeasurable, and was carried on when I enrolled into a bachelors program at 

Mount Ida College in Massachusetts as an Equine Business Management major. 

While in college, I joined the school's intercollegiate team and competed. I also took 

on a position as the assistant manager of an 80+ horse hunter-jumper and dressage 

lesson and competition stable, where my knowledge and experience continued to 

grow.       Following college I returned to my roots in Vermont where I began traveling to individuals' homes to work with 

them and their horses. I specialize in problem horses, or rather those coming from either an abusive background or 

miss-training. I also work with horse at various levels, but mainly the beginning from halter-training and groundwork to 

beginning riding. I enjoy being able to work with the horse and owner alike to share with the owner why I use the 

methods that I do, as well as help him/her form a respectful, trusting bond with their horse. My methods lean towards a 

gentle approach in which working "with" the horse is the focus, not over-dominating. We want to be partners with our 

horses and form a connection, not make them fear us.       

Present day I am the manager of a small animal sanctuary for farm animals in equines in East Burke, VT called, Mountain 

View Farm Animal Sanctuary. I am in charge of daily care and management of our residents, correspondence, 

networking, raising funds and more. It is a wonderful and rewarding position to withhold.  We take in animals that are 

from a variety of situations including but not limited to; owner Zurrenders, abusive and/or neglectful situations, 

slaughter-bound, etc. Our secondary mission is to educate the public on the humane treatment of animals; treating 

them with respect and providing them with proper care. Our newest resident is sweet and gracious Standardbred mare 

named Grace, rescued from a slaughter killpen in Pennsylvania by a partnered Vermont rescue, Gerda's Animal Aid. 



Grace arrived to us starved, with various ailments including arthritis and muscle atrophy from over-use, as well as a hoof 

condition. 

She will now be receiving much deserved rehabilitation and retirement after years of dedication to humans as a racer, 

broodmare and Amish buggy horse.  When I am not committing my tasks at the Sanctuary or working with individuals 

and their horses, I enjoy spending my time outdoors, namely out on the trails with my friend of 17 years, a spirited 

Morgan gelding named Freedom. I am in training to become a yoga teacher, and have found they splendor of combining 

my practice with my world of horses. 

They are the greatest teachers of mindfulness and many other supporting elements of the yogic way of life. I have also 

recently enrolled in a wonderful Equine Coaching program that, upon completing, I will allow me to team up with my 

horses to help bring positivity and healing in the lives of others. 

It is a pleasure to be a part of the Vermont horse community. I look forward to joining up with Vermont Horse Council in 

as many ways as I can to assist in supporting the wonderful joy of horses in our beautiful state.  

 

 

Tunbridge Ride Entry Form Now  Available on Vt. Horse Council Website    
www.vthorsecouncil.org/tunbridge-ride  

 

Classifieds 
Custom Imperial Tex Tan Show Saddle $750. Beautiful custom imperial Tex tan saddle.  This 

saddle has a 16" seat and has been kept in a saddle bag when not in use. No blemishes, etc. 

and it cleans up beautifully.   Contact Gloria Bruce at  finn821@aol.com. 

 

 

  I'm looking for 2017 winter help January and February for 2  geldings    

  take one or both.  I can pay board with or  Without hay.  Call Karen at  

  802-839-0147. 

 



Using Your Roughage Analysis in Natural Feeding 
“This article was first published in the newsletter of Equi-Analytical.com. Reprinted with permission of Alexandra Wesker 

MSc.”    Special guest article by independent horse nutritionist Alexandra Wesker, MSc 

Why is roughage important? 

When I speak to horse owners about how they feed their horses, most of them tend to focus on the manufactured feeds 

they give and consider roughage as a filler. However, roughage or forage provides many nutrients. On top of 

that, it has many other valuable characteristics for horses. A roughage-based diet supports a healthy hindgut where 

billions of bacteria ferment the roughage, releasing nutrients and producing vitamins. The same fermentation also 

produces heat and serves as an 'internal stove' to help maintain a normal body temperature. A roughage-based diet can 

also support performance, as it enhances the ability of the hindgut to serve as a water and electrolyte reservoir which is 

especially beneficial in endurance sports.   

In nature, horses spend most of their time grazing (14 to 18 hours per day). Roughage therefore provides a great deal of 

entertainment. Cutting down feed intake, for example by replacing a lot of roughage with smaller amounts of 

concentrates, leads to boredom and frequently results in stereotypical behaviors, such as crib-biting/wind sucking 

and weaving. Horses' teeth are suited to wear down with naturally prolonged, extensive chewing and generally wear 

down correctly by chewing roughage.   

Furthermore, the chewing action stimulates the production of saliva, which buffers stomach acid and naturally supports 

a healthy stomach lining and the prevention of gastric ulcers. Altogether, roughage-based diets support physical and 

mental health and well-being of horses, plus help to prevent the development of stereotypical behaviors and digestive 

problems frequently associated with cereal-based diets.  

In pointing out the benefits and necessity of plenty of roughage in the diet, I frequently encounter concerns about how 

well roughage will cover nutritional requirements. With such a strong focus being placed on manufactured feeds, it can 

be hard to believe that a suitable roughage can cover the nutritional requirements of most horses. Protein is usually of 

good quality and minerals are generally provided in a good ratio in many grass species. Vitamin content in roughage is 

usually sufficient to cover requirements and fresh grass contains omega-3 fatty acids which are known to have anti-

inflammatory effects. Having said that, the nutritional composition of roughage is affected by many factors, including 

maturity, plant species, and time of day. As grass matures, it provides fewer energy and nutrients, and drying (for 

example, into hay) can further decrease values, especially of vitamins. Dietary shortfall by feeding roughage alone is 

therefore possible. When considering the number of horses that are overweight, however, dietary excess should be just 

as much of a concern. 

Alexandra with her horse, Sensation 

Determination and utilization of nutritional value  

The trick to getting feeding right is through knowing the energetic value and nutritional composition of your feeds, 

together with knowing how well these suit your horse's requirements. Nutritional requirements need to be determined 

for horses on an individual basis and are affected by multiple factors, including body weight, exercise level, and breeding 

status. Nutritional content of roughage may be estimated with a ballpark figure, but in order to know its actual 

value, a roughage analysis is required. A roughage analysis can include moisture, dry matter, digestible energy 

(DE), crude protein with estimated lysine, fat, acid, and neutral detergent fiber (ADF and NDF), lignin, ethanol soluble 

and water soluble carbohydrates (ESC and WSC), non-fiber carbohydrates (NFC), starch, minerals, and trace 

elements. Some companies, including Equi-Analytical, offer a variety of analytical packages and pricing. These are very 



useful for obtaining a nutritional profile for particular uses, such as a fast analysis for main components, an analysis 

specifically for those concerned about carbohydrate levels, or a comprehensive analysis for those who wish to take their 

horse's nutrition to the next level.  

The numbers on the analysis report are the one side of the coin for formulating your horse's diet. On the other side are 

the nutritional requirements and the eating capacity of your individual horse. Using these figures, the analysis report can 

be interpreted and a diet formulated. Nutritional requirements are dependent on multiple factors and involve a number 

of calculations. You can use general guidelines to do these calculations, ration evaluation software, or you can leave the 

calculations and report interpretation to a horse nutritionist. Natural Feeding (see below) also shows a method for 

determining nutritional requirements and comparing these to a roughage analysis. Whichever way, the analysis report 

needs to be compared to requirements in order to formulate your horse's diet. 

Recommendations  

I recommend formulating the diet to contain as much roughage as your horse's nutritional requirements allow. Ideally, a 

horse would have constant access to roughage, whether it is pasture or a preserved roughage such as hay. Depending on 

how much your horse can eat, your roughage can be one of three things: it may be perfect for your horse's 

requirements; it may not (entirely) cover your horse's requirements and require supplementation in certain areas 

highlighted by the analysis; or it may be too rich. Depending on its form and nutritional composition, a less 

rich roughage can be mixed in; it can be soaked or pasture management methods can be undertaken.  

Even if your horse's roughage does not suit requirements perfectly, there are still ways to provide a continuous 

roughage supply. Roughage should always form the foundation of the diet and ideally, be provided on a continuous 

basis throughout the day.  

Alexandra is an independent horse nutritionist who writes, consults and presents on horse nutrition. As part of her MSc 

in Animal Science, she studied the effect of different roughage-based diets on the hindgut health of horses. Author 

of Natural Feeding for Horses, she puts the health of the horse first by reasoning from what they need by nature. Read 

more of her articles or contact her via http://www.HorseConsult.co.uk.  

Natural Feeding for Horses is a roughage-based feeding system for horsesthat guides you in assessing your horse's 

requirements, comparing them to your roughage and making horse feeding more natural. Find out more about the 

Natural Feeding approach at: http://www.NaturalFeedingForHorses.com 

 

Vermont Horse Council Board Retreat 
All members of the VHC Board of Directors met in Waterbury on Feb.21 to welcome and orient new members and plan 

events, meetings and projects for 2016. 

The morning included an activity to get to know each other, orient new members and remind current members about  

VHC policies, procedures and resources such as our Board manual. We reviewed committee roles and projects and 

members volunteered as Chairs: Promotions – Lucinda Newman and Terry Rose; Service – Karen Rosemark and 

Jeannette Cole; Equine Activities – Doug Smith and Phyllis Civitello; Administration – Gloria Bruce and Morris Lasall. 

We agreed to continue work at Groton and Willoughby; to continue developing our relationship with Forests, Parks and 

Recreation;  and to sponsor a Competitive Trail Ride this summer in addition to our open rides at Tunbridge, NEKET and 

Willoughby. We are also hoping to host an Equine Summit bringing together leaders from other equine-related 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ylxvhmg2iDRAAtk6zdeIz22OrxQQUh1e2Pss9rtbpE--Pi2VrOfiy_l2wE08Q5VpMFRNptTR8fy_5JeDrAt3tcxuuuGEEWzgknOzTusEo8c8_fiPIZqP0LY6MStIma-C09dmd5UNqb-XaYhU6HYZriZb6VWZihBoa_WygA1EbDTIrtDKRpspkg==&c=392MjeuNPwjRTwfLlEJPvwI1oa-LXkX4g1PkyjtcxUuG84f8R71sDQ==&ch=cwUaeg1md-DsH4hPT5VTT0J4gw-Me8AIGOvomlr-5fzescZqMkUbOw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ylxvhmg2iDRAAtk6zdeIz22OrxQQUh1e2Pss9rtbpE--Pi2VrOfiy_l2wE08Q5VpyuMWYHLJkDm37Rox1yEQaMlcg1BtOChktjLDiy-zjl0Vytsvv-P1emuBzH17qzKfP8JvC055r6U5CfyEUpgazNMLUcabd8kngOBdS30kYshKI9tBYYd-AfPlQlfX0uoy&c=392MjeuNPwjRTwfLlEJPvwI1oa-LXkX4g1PkyjtcxUuG84f8R71sDQ==&ch=cwUaeg1md-DsH4hPT5VTT0J4gw-Me8AIGOvomlr-5fzescZqMkUbOw==


organizations to share information about our mission, projects and to explore ways to collaborate for the good of our 

interests. 

We have moved our financial records to QuickBooks online –a big move to enable improved monitoring and reporting 

on our financial situation. 

We enjoyed a delicious pot luck lunch and ended the gathering by creating a comprehensive calendar and to do list for 

Board members to help us be more efficient and effective with our volunteer efforts for the council. Full notes are 

available on our website. 

 

Equine Nutritionist to Speak at next Mid-State Riding Club Meeting 
Mid-State Riding club is hosting a meeting and meet and greet with Director of sales, Dan Wright, of Poulin grain. Topics 

to include but not limited to "prepare of Spring", "Low Carb Hydrates" or "Ways to feed Less Grain". Please join us at the 

Red School House (part of VTC's campus) in Randolph Center, Vermont on April 26th at 6:30 pm. All are welcome. 

Contact Terry Rose for directions or more details. (802) 728-6303  

 

Book Review 
The Compassionate Equestrian by Allen M. Schoen, DVM, MS, and Susan Gordon 

copyright 2015 

This book speaks to the full meaning of compassion.  Compassion mirrored back to us 

from our horses but also compassion practiced throughout our life with all species.  

After reading this book it will awaken your awareness to compassion practice in 

everything we do.  Start with how we great our horses, what we feed them, how do we 

feed them, move onto each move we make, is it done with compassion?  Outside the 

barn this compassion practice just has to follow you through your day.  The book has a 

list of principles, many websites to refer to for more information, working with your 

horse to achieve that peace for both horse and rider, etc etc..  A sense of peace follows 

you after reading and this is a book to refer to over and over again. Well written with 

the latest of information. ~ Karen Rosemark 

 

 FPR Partnership Committee Meeting 
The FPR partnership committee meeting was held Friday, March 25, 2016 in Montpelier.  The cooperative agreement 

between the parties has been finalized to a final draft to submit to the state for final approval.  Next meeting will be held 

in a few months.  While we await that next meeting our committee will meet with the bike organization, probably 

Kingdom Trails, to establish a relationship for education on sharing trails.  This relationship will be helpful for all 

horseback riders when using trails and encountering people on bikes as we talk about safety.  

- Karen Rosemark

 



Breed Corner  Versatility - Defines the Morgan Horse 
In harness or under saddle the Morgan horse has the conformation, prettiness, 

temperament, movement and character to make the ideal family horse. An amateur 

can raise and train a Morgan with minimal help. An easy keeper, the Morgan remains 

healthy and sound over a life span ten years longer than most breeds. On a noisy, busy 

road, a mountain trail, working cattle or accepting the discipline of dressage, teaching 

children the basics of horsemanship or showing off his brilliant and animated gaits in a 

Horse Show Park Class the Morgan can do it all, with style, presence and, most of all, 

fun. 

 Vermont Farm Bureau Speaks Up for Equine Equity  
 Lyn Des Marais, VFB Legislative Director 

Vermont Farm Bureau is addressing equine equity in farming, as part of its legislative agenda. This current session we 

testified before the Senate Ag Committee and the Tax Department Section which governs current use regulations. The 

Tax Department Section has a new head, a man who grew up on a horse farm. Senator Star said this next term is the 

time for us to "get this done". He said it's been percolating for 6 or more years.  

What is equine equity?  For a variety of reasons horses are still considered livestock but the care of them has been 

splintered into farming and non -farming businesses. If a person breeds, raises and sells horses for a living that's 

considered farming. If a person earns their income from boarding horses, giving lessons, riding ( trail rides etc.)or 

training horses these activities are considered a sport or a hobby, and not farming for the purposes of calculating 

income. I do not know how therapeutic riding is considered.  

Vermont law requires all farmers to receive 51% of their income from farming to fully qualify for any favorable tax 

treatment such as their barns to be in the current use program or to receive sales tax relief from buying equipment or 

fencing materials, for example.  

Arguments for:  

1. Horses are livestock like all other livestock and they are the only group who is pulled out for special treatment.  

2. Horse farmers are subject to the same laws as all other farmers on water quality, animal safety and husbandry and 

care. We're either all in or all out.  

Arguments against:  

1. Farming in Vermont is about the production of food or fiber only and as such horses in Vermont produce neither 

anymore.    

Our response to this is: neither does the growing of ornamental plants shrubs or trees, or Christmas trees but they are 

all considered farming for the purposes of calculating income.  

2. Horse farmers are rich people playing at farming.  

There seems to be a deep prejudice against horse farming as legitimate farming. There are plenty of people I know who 

bought gorgeous farms, equipment, fencing, and other things and can arrange their affairs so that their current income 

comes 51% from farming and no one says they're just playing at farming if they are raising beef cattle or vegetables.  



Going forward:  

Our challenge is to get the tax department on our side and a couple of legislators, especially ones sitting on House or 

Senate Ag. How can VHC help? Contact legislators - Senator Bob Starr and a member of the House Ag Committee would 

be helpful. Carolyn Partridge is the Chair. Consider reaching out as individual VHC members and horse owners to speak 

up on this important issue. 

The Farm Bureau would like to have the tax department visit three horse farms near Montpelier to show them what 

horse farming is, to dispel the myth that it's "playing at farming" or a "hobby", but rather, as one of our members said " 

non- traditional farming".  

We are asking every horse farmer in Vermont to join VTFB this next year. It would be powerful to fill Room 11 with VTFB 

horse farmer/members (about 100 people) when the bill the Farm Bureau proposes to the legislature comes up for 

testimony -  all asking together with a united voice to grant horse farmers this equity. The Farm Bureau  will also be 

asking every one of our 14 county presidents to show up that day to testify in favor of their horse members and  our bill. 

 

American Horse Council  
It’s over, winter has left, at least that is what the calendar said on March 20.  But, this 

morning I found several inches of snow and more coming in the yard.  Its really beautiful, 

but I like to believe the calendar.  Seed catalogues have been arriving as well as horse 

magazines giving out information on how to recover from months of snow, ice, and mud.  

Most of us are ready to brush our horses  getting the final bits of their winter coats off so 

the birds can use the hair for their nests.  Saddles and bridles need to be shinned and 

trailers checked to make sure they are ready to help us travel to clinics, competitions, or 

trail rides.  

Thankfully numerous organizations and publications have been sending out information and updates on  those areas of 

the equine world that we enjoy.  Most of us are concerned about the loss of horseback riding trails and the Equine Land 

Conservation Resource (ELCR) organization works to keep those trails open to us.  So, it’s a great time to check out their 

goals for 2016.  I am amazed that the average of 6000 acres are lost to the equine community each year. I encourage 

you to become a member of  ELCR.  Check out their web site.  

Two of the publications that I find interesting and that help to brighten the continuing winter days are   “Equus” and 

“Eclectic Horsemanship”. “Equus”  states that it is the horse owners resource and covers such issues as what to do about 

a horse’s runny nose and identifying when a horse has a leg  problem.  “Eclectic Horsemanship” states it is“…the best 

resource to help students develop their own horsemanship.” Both publications offer different perspectives on the 

equine world and yet compliment each other at the same time. 

The American Horse Council (AHC) is the largest lobbying organization for the equine industry and is headquartered  in 

Washington D.C.. It is dedicated to making the horse world the best it can be.  The annual meeting this year is June 12-

15 and information for the event can be found on the AHC web site.  The majority of the national legislative issues that 

relate to the horse industry are discussed and the various breeds are represented.  In addition the Coalition of State 

Horse Councils (CSHC) meet and share how they work with their state legislatures.  For anyone who cares about horses 

it is an event that is informative as well as entertaining. 

Finally, There is “Time to Ride”…look this up and see a new way of challenging our industry.              —Ilene Douglas 


